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Explanation of Citation Formats 

This memorandum uses the following citations: 

• “Complaint” or “Compl.” refers to Class Action Complaint filed by Javon Marshall, et al., on 
October 3, 2013, in Case No. 3:14-cv-01945 (M.D. Tenn.). 

• “Conference Defendants” refers to Atlantic Coast Conference; The Big Ten Conference, Inc.; 
Big 12 Conference; Pac-12 Conference (sued as Pacific-12 Conference); Southeastern 
Conference; Conference USA; Big East Conference; and Ohio Valley Conference. 

• “Defendants” refers to the Network Defendants, Licensing Defendants and Conference 
Defendants. 

• “FBS” refers to the Football Bowl Subdivision, the top tier of NCAA football. 

• “Licensing Defendants” refers to IMG Worldwide, Inc.; IMG College, LLC; IMG College, 
LLC; CBS Collegiate Sports Properties, Inc.; JMI Sports LLC; Telesouth Communications, 
Inc.; T3 Media, Inc.; Learfield Sports LLC; and William Morris Endeavors, LLC. 

• “NCAA” refers to the National Collegiate Athletic Association, a non-profit organization that 
regulates college sports. 

• “Network Defendants” refers to ESPN Inc.; CBS Broadcasting Inc.; NBCUniversal Media, 
LLC (sued as National Broadcasting Company, Inc.); ABC, Inc.; Fox Broadcasting Company 
(sued as FOX, Inc.); SEC Network; Longhorn Network; and Big Ten Network, LLC (sued as 
Big Ten Network Services, LLC). 

• “Plaintiffs” refers to the 10 plaintiffs named in the Complaint:  Javon Marshall; Eric 
Samuels; Sean Parker; Patrick Miller; Steven Clarke; Rod Wilks; Byron Moore; Chaz 
Moore; Marlon L. Walls; and Chris Conner. 

• “Section 1” refers to Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1. 
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The Network Defendants respectfully submit this memorandum of law in support 

of their Motion to Dismiss the Complaint in its entirety pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 12(b)(6). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiffs are 10 former college athletes who played basketball or football at an 

NCAA Division I school knowing that games in which they played would be televised and that 

NCAA rules allowed only amateur players to participate in the games.  Plaintiffs now complain 

that arrangement was unlawful.  The fundamental premise of all their claims is that college 

basketball and football players have “rights of publicity” in televised sports broadcasts and, 

therefore, should be compensated whenever their names, images or likenesses appear during 

such broadcasts.  In asserting that supposed right, Plaintiffs have sued 27 disparate defendants, 

comprising certain collegiate athletic conferences, broadcasters of college football and basketball 

games and entities that facilitate the licensing of college intellectual property rights.  They do not 

sue the NCAA, the entity that created, adopted and enforces the restrictions on student-athlete 

compensation. 

Plaintiffs’ claims against the Network Defendants are fatally flawed.  Most 

critically, Plaintiffs’ asserted “right of publicity” does not exist.  Tennessee law expressly holds 

that participants in sporting events have no rights of publicity in the broadcasts of those events.  

So does the law of every other state to address the issue.  To hold otherwise would mean chaos 

for sports broadcasting, among other effects.  Not only would sports broadcasters have to obtain 

the consent of every athlete in every game prior to its broadcast, but, by Plaintiffs’ logic, they 

also would be required to obtain the consent of anyone else who might appear on the broadcast, 

including coaches, referees, cheerleaders and fans.  That is not the law; it is well settled that 
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broadcast rights belong only to producers of events, not participants.  Plaintiffs cannot sue based 

on a violation of rights they do not have. 

Moreover, the Network Defendants merely purchase the rights to broadcast 

certain games played by college athletes.  And although college athletes are subject to NCAA 

rules, the United States Supreme Court has described those very rules as procompetitive and 

critical to the viability of amateur collegiate sports in our country.  In any event, the Network 

Defendants are not alleged to have any connection to the NCAA’s rules, which predate even the 

advent of national television broadcasting. 

As discussed more fully, infra Sections II-VI, each of Plaintiffs’ claims against 

the Network Defendants must fail for a number of reasons: 

Right of Publicity Claims.  For three separate and independently sufficient 

reasons, Plaintiffs’ right of publicity claims, brought pursuant to Section 47-25-1105 of the 

Tennessee Personal Rights Protection Act (“TPRPA”) and Tennessee common law, must be 

dismissed.  First, the TPRPA does not confer publicity rights on participants in sports broadcasts 

and expressly exempts advertisements for sports broadcasts from its scope, and Tennessee’s 

common-law right of publicity is coextensive with the statute.  Indeed, no state recognizes the 

right of publicity claims that Plaintiffs assert here.  (Section II.A-C.)  Second, the federal 

Copyright Act, which covers sports broadcasts, would preempt Plaintiffs’ right of publicity 

claims (if they were viable in the first place).  (Section III.A.)  Third, whereas “commercial 

speech”—that is, speech that does no more than propose a commercial transaction—may be 

regulated under certain circumstances, the First Amendment bars restrictions on noncommercial 

speech such as sports broadcasting and related advertising.  (Section III.B.)   

Other State Law Claims.  Plaintiffs’ other Tennessee state law claims (for 
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accounting, civil conspiracy and unjust enrichment) are tagalongs, premised on the nonexistent 

right of publicity claims.  As a result, those claims fail for the same reasons.  (Section IV.) 

 Lanham Act Claim.  Plaintiffs’ Lanham Act claim fails because they have 

pleaded no facts supporting their conclusory assertion that the broadcasts at issue confuse 

consumers by falsely implying that the student-athletes endorse those broadcasts.  Furthermore, 

the Lanham Act does not reach media content concerning real events such as sports competitions 

and, if that were not the case, the claim would be barred by the First Amendment.  (Section V.) 

Antitrust Claims.  It cannot be an antitrust violation to deprive Plaintiffs of 

publicity rights they do not have.  Even ignoring that fundamental defect, Plaintiffs cannot allege 

the basic elements of an antitrust claim under Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act 

(“Section 1”) because:  (i) they cannot identify any anticompetitive combination, contract or 

conspiracy involving the Network Defendants, nor can they allege any facts from which such an 

agreement may be inferred (Section VI.A.1); (ii) the Supreme Court of the United States has 

approved the very amateurism rules about which Plaintiffs complain, see Nat’l Coll. Athletic 

Ass’n v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Okla., 468 U.S. 85 (1984) (Section VI.A.2); (iii) Plaintiffs 

cannot identify any anticompetitive effect in any relevant market (Section VI.B); and (iv) Plaintiffs 

cannot identify any injury proximately caused by the Network Defendants (Section VI.C).  Each of 

those defects is sufficient to defeat Plaintiffs’ antitrust claim. 

BACKGROUND1 

A. The Parties. 

1. Plaintiffs. 

Plaintiffs are 10 former NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision (“FBS”) football and 

                                                 
1 For purposes of this Motion only, the well-pleaded allegations in the Complaint are 

accepted as true.  In re Travel Agent Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 583 F.3d 896, 903 (6th Cir. 2009).  
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Division I Men’s basketball players.  (Compl. at Introduction, ¶¶ 11-20.)  They played during 

various periods between 2008 and 2013 at several different universities.  (Id. ¶¶ 11-20.) 

2. Defendants. 

There are 27 Defendants, which the Complaint groups into three categories:  

(i) the “Broadcast” Defendants (referred to herein as “Network Defendants”); (ii) the Conference 

Defendants; and (iii) the Licensing Defendants.  (Id. ¶¶ 21-75.)  Each of the Network Defendants 

individually purchases media content, including collegiate sports, from content owners, or 

produces it internally, and then telecasts that content to television viewers.  (See id. ¶¶ 21-35.)  

The Conference Defendants manage athletic competition among teams and sell the rights to 

broadcast conference games to the Network Defendants, or other networks, including those they 

are affiliated with.  (See id. ¶¶ 36-43, 113.)  The Licensing Defendants “offer their collegiate 

partners services in brand management and brand development[, purportedly] act[ing] as a 

conduit in licensing college teams’ intellectual property.”  (Id. ¶ 122.)2 

B. The NCAA’s Amateurism Rules. 

The NCAA is an unincorporated association of more than 1200 colleges, 

universities and athletic conferences throughout the United States.  (Id. ¶ 76.)  The NCAA serves 

as the “governing body” of its member schools and athletic conferences.  (Id. ¶ 76.)   

Since the NCAA’s founding in 1906, amateurism has been a key condition of 

participation in the NCAA’s activities.  (Id. ¶¶ 93, 95.)  The NCAA Manual defines 

                                                 
2 Three of the so-called “Licensing Defendants” do not engage in licensing, but instead are 

networks:  the “Longhorn Network,” a network broadcasting principally the games and events of 
the University of Texas; the “SEC Network,” which broadcasts Southeastern Conference 
athletics; and the “Big Ten Network,” which broadcasts Big Ten Conference athletics.  For 
purposes of the present motion, we include these among the Network Defendants, and the 
present motion is made on behalf of these networks along with the other Network Defendants.  
Note, however, that the Longhorn and SEC Networks are not legal entities.   
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“amateurism” as follows:   

“Student-athletes shall be amateurs in intercollegiate sport, and their participation 
should be motivated primarily by education and by the physical, mental and social 
benefits to be derived.  Student participation in intercollegiate athletics is an 
avocation, and student-athletes should be protected from commercial exploitation 
by professional and commercial enterprises.”  (Id. ¶ 95.) 

The NCAA Constitution further provides that the fundamental purpose of the 

NCAA is to maintain “the athlete as an integral part of the education program and the athlete as 

[a] part of the student body and, by so doing, retain a clear line of demarcation between 

intercollegiate athletics and professional sports.”  (Id. ¶ 97.)  As Plaintiffs allege, to ensure that 

participants in NCAA sports remain amateurs, the NCAA rules provide various guidelines for 

when an athlete may lose eligibility for receiving compensation for his or her athletic 

performance.  (Id. ¶ 99.)  Plaintiffs do not allege that the Network Defendants had any role in 

formulating or enforcing the NCAA’s amateurism rules.  (Id. ¶¶ 102-103.)  To the contrary, the 

NCAA’s amateurism rules have been in place since 1906, well before college sports were 

televised (indeed, before the advent of television itself).  (Id. ¶¶ 91-95.)   

C. The Broadcast of NCAA Football and Basketball Games. 

The Network Defendants broadcast college football and basketball games.  

(Id. ¶¶ 105-107.)  The Network Defendants individually enter into programming agreements 

with conferences, schools and the NCAA; the programming agreements specify which networks 

are entitled to broadcast which games.  (Id. ¶ 113.) 

The Complaint nowhere alleges any agreement between any of the Network 

Defendants.  On the contrary, those Defendants compete fiercely to acquire and televise sports 

programming; the Complaint accurately alleges that—as a result of that competition—they pay 

billions of dollars each year to the conferences, schools and the NCAA for broadcast rights 

specified in their separately negotiated programming agreements.  (Id.)  Similarly, the 
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Conference Defendants compete fiercely with one another, among other ways, in connection 

with their licensing of the rights to broadcast the sporting events that each of them sponsors.  The 

Complaint does not allege that the programming agreements limit what the Conference Defendants, 

their member schools or the NCAA can do with the funds paid by the Network Defendants (they 

do not), nor is there any allegation that the programming agreements are conditioned upon the 

continued application of the NCAA amateurism rules (they are not).  (Id.)  

D. Plaintiffs’ Claims. 

According to the Complaint, Plaintiffs each agreed to play for their respective 

NCAA teams, some accepting scholarships to play (id. ¶¶ 114, 116), at a time when the NCAA’s 

amateurism rules had been in effect for nearly a century (id. ¶¶ 93-99).  Each Plaintiff clearly 

understood that some, if not all, of his games would be broadcast when he accepted a position on 

his team.  (Id. ¶¶ 132-135.)  Plaintiffs—none of whom is still playing for any school—now take 

issue with the NCAA rules that prohibited certain compensation.  (Id. at Introduction.)  The 

Complaint alleges seven causes of action:  violation of Tennessee’s statutory and common-law 

right of publicity (Counts 1 and 2); civil conspiracy (Count 3); violation of Section 1 of the 

Sherman Act (Count 4); false endorsement under the Lanham Act (Count 5); unjust enrichment 

(Count 6); and accounting (Count 7).  None of those claims withstands scrutiny. 

ARGUMENT 

I. MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD. 

“An action may be dismissed if the complaint fails to state a claim upon which 

relief can be granted.”  Total Benefits Planning Agency, Inc. v. Anthem Blue Cross & Blue 

Shield, 552 F.3d 430, 434 (6th Cir. 2008) (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6)).  To state a claim for 

relief, a complaint must allege facts establishing all material elements of a viable cause of action.  

Phil. Indem. Inc. Co. v. Youth Alive, Inc., 732 F.3d 645, 649 (6th Cir. 2013).  Failure to do so for 
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even one element results in dismissal.  See id.  A complaint must have “more than labels and 

conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do.”  Bell Atl. 

Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007).  A court may draw inferences only from well-

pleaded facts; courts “need not accept as true legal conclusions or unwarranted factual 

inferences.”  In re Travel Agent Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 583 F.3d 896, 903 (6th Cir. 2009) 

(internal quotation marks omitted).  “Additionally, a named plaintiff must have a valid cause of 

action . . . , and cannot rely on the allegations of putative class members if he or she does not 

also have a claim . . . .”  Crissen v. Gupta, 994 F. Supp. 2d 937, 946 (S.D. Ind. 2014). 

II. PLAINTIFFS’ FIRST AND SECOND CAUSES OF ACTION MUST BE 
DISMISSED BECAUSE TENNESSEE LAW DOES NOT CONFER ANY “RIGHT 
OF PUBLICITY” ON PARTICIPANTS IN BROADCASTS OF SPORTS EVENTS. 

Plaintiffs’ publicity claims rest on the theory that Plaintiffs have a right to be paid 

whenever their names are mentioned or their images are shown during televised sports 

broadcasts.  But Plaintiffs do not have any such right.  The statute Plaintiffs invoke expressly 

precludes a right of publicity in sports broadcasts or related advertisements, and the common law 

creates no broader right.  

A. The Tennessee Personal Rights Protection Act Confers No Right of Publicity 
on Individuals Appearing in Sports Broadcasts or Advertisements for Sports 
Broadcasts. 

Plaintiffs’ First Cause of Action is asserted under the Tennessee Personal Rights 

Protection Act (“TPRPA”) and is directed only at sports broadcast advertisements.  Tenn. Code 

Ann. § 47-25-1101 et seq.3  The TPRPA provides that “[a]ny person who knowingly uses or 

infringes upon the use of another individual’s name, photograph, or likeness in any medium, in 

any manner directed to any person other than such individual, as an item of commerce for 

                                                 
3 For purposes of this motion only, the Network Defendants will not dispute the Complaint’s 

choice of Tennessee law.  
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purposes of advertising products, merchandise, goods, or services . . . without such individual’s 

prior consent . . . shall be liable to a civil action.”  Id. § 47-25-1105(a).  Tennessee courts have 

emphasized that the TPRPA is a narrow statute.  Gauck v. Karamian, 805 F. Supp. 2d 495, 501 

(W.D. Tenn. 2011) (“Tennessee’s right of publicity is narrower than the Restatement 

approach.”); Apple Corps Ltd. v. A.D.P.R., Inc., 843 F. Supp. 342, 347 (M.D. Tenn. 1993) 

(Echols, J.) (Tennessee statute is “narrowly drawn.”).   

The TPRPA does not confer publicity rights on participants in broadcasts, 

including sports broadcasts; rather, the TPRPA “proscrib[es] only the unauthorized use of 

another’s name or likeness in advertising.”  Apple Corps, 843 F. Supp. at 347 & n.2 (emphasis 

added); Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-25-1105(a).  Tennessee courts have uniformly held that the statute 

reaches only advertisements, regularly dismissing TPRPA claims that purport to reach anything 

else.  Clark v. Viacom Int’l, Inc., No. 3:12-0675, 2014 WL 1934028, at *15-16 (M.D. Tenn. 

May 13, 2014) (dismissing TPRPA claim because plaintiff had “fail[ed] to allege that the 

Defendants . . . used his name in connection with any advertisement”); McKee v. Meltech, Inc., 

No. 10-2730, 2011 WL 1770461, at *12 (W.D. Tenn. May 9, 2011) (dismissing claim because 

“the TPRPA only prohibits use of an individual’s likeness for advertising or endorsement 

purposes”); Read v. Lifeweaver, LLC, No. 2:08-CV-116, 2010 WL 1798704, at *11 (E.D. Tenn. 

May 5, 2010) (dismissing TPRPA claim of plaintiff where a use was not “for endorsement 

purposes”); Gauck, 805 F. Supp. 2d  502 n.7 (“the causal connection that Plaintiff must show is 

the unauthorized use of her name or image in an advertisement or solicitation”).   

Even within the realm of “advertising” that it otherwise covers, the TPRPA 

explicitly exempts from liability any “use of a name, photograph, or likeness [] in connection 

with any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account.”  Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-25-
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1107(a) (emphasis added).  Thus, the law is clear on its face:  it confers no right of publicity with 

respect to any advertisement (which might otherwise be subject to the statute) if the 

advertisement is “in connection with” a “sports broadcast.”  Because advertisements for sports 

broadcasts are the sole focus of the First Cause of Action, that cause of action must be dismissed. 

The TPRPA’s exemption for advertising “in connection with any news, public 

affairs, or sports broadcasts” is consistent with how other states treat the same type of 

advertisements.  California exempts any “use of a name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness 

in connection with any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account.”  Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 3344(d).  And in Gionfriddo v. Major League Baseball, 94 Cal. App. 4th 400, 114 Cal. Rptr. 

2d 307 (Cal. Ct. App. 2001), a California court found that major league baseball players lacked 

any publicity claim over video clips of their performances that the league used on its website to 

advertise baseball.  Id. at 410, 414.4  Ohio and Illinois also exempt advertising in connection 

with sports broadcasts from the coverage of their right of publicity statutes.  See, e.g., Ohio Rev. 

Code Ann. § 2741.02(D)(1) (exempting use “in connection with any . . . sports broadcast”); 

Cummings v. ESPN Classic, Inc., No. 08-cv-0718-MJR-PMF, 2009 WL 650559, at *2 (S.D. Ill. 

Mar. 9, 2009) (dismissing Illinois statutory right of publicity claims for broadcast of a boxing 

match based on “sports broadcast” exemption) (citing 765 Ill. Comp. Stat. 1075/35(b)(2)).   

Plaintiffs’ First Cause of Action must be dismissed because the TPRPA does not 

                                                 
4 By contrast, Apple Corps v. A.D.P.R., Inc., 843 F. Supp. 342 (M.D. Tenn. 1993) 

(Echols, J.), illustrates how the TPRPA operates when an advertisement is not subject to a 
statutory exemption.  There, the court allowed a claim related to advertisements for a show 
performed by a band that took the Beatles’ names and likenesses.  Id. at 348.  The defendant 
band did not contend that those advertisements were exempted by the TPRPA—i.e., they did not 
contend that they were “in connection with any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or 
account,” Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-25-1107(a).  Thus, the court held that those advertisements 
could support a TPRPA claim.  Apple Corps, 843 F. Supp. at 348.  But the show itself was not 
actionable because it was not an advertisement.  Id. at 347. 
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confer any “right of publicity” upon participants in connection with advertisements for sports 

broadcasts. 

B. Tennessee’s Common-Law Right of Publicity Is Coextensive with the 
TPRPA. 

Plaintiffs’ Second Cause of Action asserts a common-law right of publicity claim 

in both game broadcasts and advertisements for those broadcasts.  (Compl. ¶ 159.)  Plaintiffs 

contend that “Tennessee’s common law right of publicity is broader than its statutory 

counterpart.”  (Id. ¶ 158.)  But Plaintiffs are wrong:  “Tennessee’s common law and statutory 

rights of publicity are coextensive . . . .”  Gauck v. Karamian, 805 F. Supp. 2d 495, 500 n.5 

(W.D. Tenn. 2011); see also Moore v. Weinstein Co., LLC, No. 3:09-CV-00166, 2012 WL 

1884758, at *30 (M.D. Tenn. May 23, 2012) (Trauger, J.), aff’d, 545 F. App’x 405, 406 (6th Cir. 

2013) (“Tennessee recognizes a statutory right of publicity under the TPRPA (as well as a 

coextensive common law right).”).  Were there some discrepancy between a pre-existing 

common-law right of publicity and the terms of the TPRPA, the common law would be 

preempted.  Lavin v. Jordan, 16 S.W.3d 362, 368 (Tenn. 2002) (quoting Graves v. Ill. Cent. R. 

Co., 126 Tenn. 148, 158 (1912)) (“When there is a conflict between the common law and a 

statute, the provision[s] of the statute must prevail.”).  The TPRPA thus forecloses Plaintiffs’ 

Second Cause of Action. 

Even if Tennessee’s common law could be broader than the TPRPA in some 

respect (and it cannot), it would not change the result because common law does not recognize 

publicity rights in sports broadcasts either.  No state, including Tennessee, has recognized any 

right of publicity possessed by athletes, or anyone else, in the broadcasts of team sports games or 

advertisements for those games.  To the contrary, as far as Defendants are aware, every case to 

consider Plaintiffs’ theory has squarely rejected it, except for the recent outlier O’Bannon 
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decision discussed below.  See Nat’l Football League v. Alley, Inc., 624 F. Supp. 6, 10 (S.D. Fla. 

1983) (finding Miami Dolphins players have no right of publicity in the broadcast of Dolphins 

games because game broadcasts are “presentation[s] having a current or legitimate public 

interest” (internal quotation marks omitted)); Gautier v. Pro-Football, Inc., 304 N.Y. 354, 360, 

107 N.E.2d 485, 489 (1952) (rejecting publicity claim by halftime performer); see also Balt. 

Orioles, Inc. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass’n, 805 F.2d 663, 679 (7th Cir. 1986) 

(holding major league baseball players could not assert rights of publicity claims in the broadcast 

of baseball games because the Copyright Act preempted such claims); Ettore v. Philco Television 

Broad. Corp., 229 F.2d 481, 487 (3d Cir. 1956) (stating in dicta that “if there be telecasts of an 

intercollegiate football game, the players, knowing or having reasonable grounds to know that 

the contest was being telecast, would be presumed to have waived any right to compensation for 

their performances by participating in the contest”). 

Indeed, the law has long treated programming about sports games as a matter of 

intense public interest, making it exempt not only from right of publicity claims, but also from 

other tort claims directed at the contents of sports programming.5  It is equally well-settled that 

                                                 
5 See, e.g., Dryer v. Nat’l Football League, No. 09-2182 (PAM/FLN), 2014 WL 5106738, 

at *15 (D. Minn. Oct. 10 2014) (“Plaintiffs’ play in the NFL was and continues to be the subject 
of public interest.”); Gionfriddo v. Major League Baseball, 94 Cal. App. 4th 400, 412-13, 114 
Cal. Rptr. 2d 307, 316 (Cal. Ct. App. 2001) (use of video clips from games on Major League 
Baseball’s website concerned matters of public interest); see also Curtis Publ’n Co. v. Butts, 
388 U.S. 130, 154 (1967) (plurality opinion) (football coach a public figure in view of popular 
interest in the sport); Moore v. Univ. of Notre Dame, 968 F. Supp. 1330, 1337 (N.D. Ind. 1997) 
(“[I]t is this court’s opinion that football, and specifically Notre Dame football[,] is a matter of 
public interest.”); Washington v. Smith, 893 F. Supp. 60, 63 (D.D.C. 1995) (“We conclude that 
the success of the Jayhawks, a major Division I team, is a matter of public concern.”), aff’d, 
80 F.3d 555 (D.C. Cir. 1996); Holt v. Cox Enters., 590 F. Supp. 408, 410 (N.D. Ga. 1984) 
(noting in context of defamation action brought by ex-football player the public’s longstanding 
interest in rivalry between Alabama and Georgia Tech teams); Chuy v. Phila. Eagles Football 
Club, 431 F. Supp. 254, 267 (E.D. Pa. 1977) (“[I]nterest in professional football must be deemed 
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where the law does not recognize a cause of action for using someone’s name, image or likeness 

in a program (like a news or sports broadcast), it likewise does not recognize a cause of action 

for using the same name, image or likeness to advertise the program.  Moore v. Weinstein Co., 

LLC, 545 F. App’x 405, 408 (6th Cir. 2013).6 

The sole exception to this unbroken line of authority is a California district court’s 

recent decision in O’Bannon v. Nat’l Coll. Athletic Ass’n, 7 F. Supp. 3d 955 (N.D. Cal. 2014).  In 

O’Bannon, the plaintiff class of college athletes (which includes Plaintiffs here) alleged that the 

NCAA’s rules prohibiting compensation for the alleged use of their names and images in, among 

other things, game broadcasts constituted a violation of antitrust laws.  (None of the Defendants 

here were named in that case.)  The district court issued injunctive relief requiring the NCAA to 

allow its member institutions to make deferred payments to student-athletes of up to $5,000 per 

year beginning in August 2015.  Although no right of publicity cause of action was actually 

asserted in O’Bannon, in the course of addressing the antitrust claim against the NCAA the 

district court determined that at least one state (Minnesota) might recognize a right of publicity in 

game broadcasts notwithstanding the First Amendment.  See In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name 

& Likeness Litig., No. C 09-1967, 2014 WL 1410451, at *11 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 11, 2014).   

Those rulings were mistaken.  O’Bannon cited a single case to supposedly support 

its observation that at least one state might recognize a right of publicity in sports broadcasts—a 
                                                                                                                                                             
an important incident among many incidents, of a society founded upon a high regard for free 
expression.”), aff’d, 595 F.2d 1265 (3d Cir. 1979) (en banc). 

6 See also Ruffin-Steinback v. dePasse, 82 F. Supp. 2d 723, 731 (E.D. Mich. 2000) 
(advertisement promoting a television docudrama is immune from right of publicity liability 
because televised story itself is immune), aff’d, 267 F.3d 457 (6th Cir. 2001); Schivarelli v. CBS, 
Inc., 333 Ill. App. 3d 755, 764-65, 776 N.E.2d 693, 701 (Ill. App. Ct. 2002) (television 
commercial to promote news station’s investigative reporting not actionable); Guglielmi v. 
Spelling-Goldberg Prods., 25 Cal. 3d 860, 873, 603 P.2d 454, 462 (1979) (“It would be illogical 
to allow respondents to exhibit the film but effectively preclude any advance discussion or 
promotion of their lawful enterprise.”). 
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motion to dismiss ruling in Dryer v. Nat’l Football League, 689 F. Supp. 2d 1113, 1123 

(D. Minn. 2010), a class-action suit by retired NFL players challenging the use of game 

highlights in NFL documentaries.  See In re NCAA, 2014 WL 1410451, at *11 (construing Dryer 

to potentially recognize a claim “in at least certain kinds of broadcast footage”).  But shortly 

after O’Bannon was decided, the court in Dryer effectively reversed itself at the summary 

judgment stage and squarely held that none of the states it considered (including Minnesota) 

would recognize that athletes have a right of publicity in NFL game footage.  Dryer v. Nat’l 

Football League, No. 09-2182 (PAM/FLN), 2014 WL 5106738, at *12-15 (D. Minn. Oct. 10, 

2014).  Thus, O’Bannon, which is currently on appeal in the Ninth Circuit, is a lone outlier.  Of 

course, it also is not binding precedent on this Court, and should not be followed in the face of 

the consistent and overwhelming contrary authority reviewed above.   

In any event, O’Bannon would offer no assistance here because the class there 

(which includes Plaintiffs) expressly recognized that the TPRPA exempts sports programming, 

and that Tennessee would not recognize any of their alleged publicity rights in college game 

broadcasts.7  And the O’Bannon court agreed with them on that point.  So whatever O’Bannon 

may have mistakenly concluded about the law of other states, it made clear that athletes have no 

publicity rights related to college game broadcasts in states (like Tennessee) that expressly 

exempt “sports broadcast[s] or account[s]” from their publicity laws.  In re NCAA Student-

Athlete Name & Likeness Litig., 990 F. Supp. 2d 996, 1005-06 (N.D. Cal. 2013).  Thus, the First 

                                                 
7 The O’Bannon class argued:  “Sports Broadcasters claim that there are twenty-one states 

with statutory right of publicity causes of action, but they identify only eight states that explicitly 
exempt sports broadcasting:  California, Hawaii, Illinois, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, 
and Washington . . .  .  [These] eight of the twenty-one states identified by the Sports 
Broadcasters actually exempt sports broadcasts . . . .”  Antitrust Pl. Response to Amici Curiae 
Fox Broad. Co. and Big Ten Network, LLC, in Support of Def. NCAA’s Mot. for Sum. Jud. at 
20 (Dkt. No. 971-1) (Jan. 23, 2014) (emphasis added).   
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and Second Causes of Action do not state claims under Tennessee law, and must be dismissed.   

C. There Are No Recognized Publicity Rights in Sports Broadcasts or Related 
Advertisements for Important Reasons of Policy and Public Interest. 

1. The Right of Publicity Advocated by Plaintiffs Would Radically Disrupt 
Sports Broadcasts. 

There are sound practical and policy reasons why no state recognizes a right of 

publicity in the broadcast of team sporting events and advertisements for those broadcasts.  The 

novel theories that Plaintiffs ask this Court to accept would be extraordinarily disruptive to the 

viability of broadcasting multi-participant sports and other events.   

There are hundreds of “performers” whose names and images may appear in a 

game broadcast.  They include not merely scores of players, but, among others, coaches, 

cheerleaders, referees, medical personnel, marching band members, other halftime performers 

and even spectators.  If every such performer in a football or basketball game has a right of 

publicity, a prospective broadcaster would have to identify all of them in advance and secure 

hundreds of individual licenses.  If a network like ESPN Classic wants to rebroadcast a game 

from 50 years ago, the exercise would become even more impossible.  It would have to identify, 

locate and obtain permission from every individual whose image appears in that 50-year-old 

footage, including the heirs of those who have died.  Tenn. Code Ann. § 47-25-1105(a) 

(publicity rights are descendible).  If even one person or estate refused to agree to a license, the 

ability to broadcast the game accurately would be destroyed forever. 

Further, the rule that Plaintiffs advocate would actively invite counterproductive 

“hold out” gamesmanship.  If the consent of each participant in a game is required before his 

image may be broadcast as part of a game, the temptation will be extreme for the last player to 

“hold out” for vast sums, for each player to delay consenting in the hopes of being the last, for 

“star” players to hold out at the expense of their teammates, and so on.  See, e.g., Dryer, 2013 
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WL 5888231, at *7 (“Would a court apportion more value to a team’s quarterback, because he 

stands above the line of scrimmage and is more visible in any game clip?”).  Moreover, each 

individual would be free to try to control the message of the broadcaster—for example, by 

agreeing to be filmed only if the broadcaster praises their performance or disparages a rival from 

the other side.  Those scenarios would also impact the broadcast (even local cable broadcasts) of 

all manner of less organized sports and group performances, ranging from Little League baseball 

games to small-town parades and even possibly activities like school spelling bees.  See, e.g., 

Wis. Interscholastic Athletic Ass’n v. Gannett Co., 658 F.3d 614, 623 (7th Cir. 2011) (explaining 

that agreements to stream high school football playoff games over the Internet also include 

activities like sixth grade spelling bees).   

2. It Is the Producer of a Sporting Event That Holds the Exclusive Right 
Under State Law To License the Game for Broadcast.  

The absurd scenarios described above do not occur because state laws have long 

vested the proprietary rights necessary to exclusively license the broadcast of an entire sporting 

event in the producer of that event—generally the owner, organizer or sponsor of the team (for 

example, the NFL, MLB, NBA, individual team owners or individual NCAA member schools)—

not in the participants.8  Participants in those events, of course, may negotiate with the producer 

                                                 
8 See, e.g., Wis. Interscholastic Athletic Ass’n v. Gannett Co., 658 F.3d 614, 629 (7th Cir. 

2011) (high school football association can exclusively license the streaming of high school 
football games); Post Newsweek Stations-Conn., Inc. v. Travelers Ins. Co., 510 F. Supp. 81, 
85-86 (D. Conn. 1981) (skating association can exclusively license World Figure Skating 
Championships); KTSP-TAFT Television & Radio Co. v. Ariz. State Lottery Comm’n, 
646 F. Supp. 300, 303 (D. Ariz. 1986) (even the broadcast of state lottery drawing may be 
exclusively licensed); Okla. Sports Props., Inc. v. Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 11, 957 P.2d 137, 139 
(Okla. Civ. App. 1998); Nat’l Exhibition Co. v. Fass, 143 N.Y.S.2d 767, 777 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 
1955); Sw. Broad. Co. v. Oil Ctr. Broad. Co., 210 S.W.2d 230, 232 (Tex. Civ. App. 1947) 
(per curiam) (high school football games); Pittsburgh Athletic Co. v. KQV Broad. Co., 
24 F. Supp. 490, 493-94 (W.D. Pa. 1938) (Pittsburgh Pirates have the exclusive right to license 
who can broadcast Pirates games on the radio); Twentieth Century Sporting Club v. Transradio 
Press Serv., 165 Misc. 71, 74, 300 N.Y.S. 159, 162 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1937); Rudolph Mayer 
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the terms under which they will appear.9  But 80 years of broadcasting law flatly reject the 

notion that individual participants in a team sporting event—whether or not they have executed a 

lawful agreement with the event producer addressing the terms on which they will participate—

retain a separate right to prohibit the inclusion of their name and image from any broadcast.  

The O’Bannon court ignored this unbroken body of law and instead misread the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broad Co., 433 U.S. 562, 576 (1977).  

In Zacchini, the plaintiff was both the producer and performer of his own one-man show, a 

human cannonball act that he performed at state fairs.  After a local television station filmed and 

broadcast his entire (15 second) act on the news, Ohio courts found that Mr. Zacchini could sue 

the station for usurping his right to license his entire show for broadcast, and the Supreme Court 

ruled that the First Amendment did not protect the station from his claim.  

Zacchini is consistent with broadcasting law as it has always been applied by the 

states, because the decision is clearly grounded in Zacchini’s right as producer of his own one-

man show.  See id. at 576 (“Of course, Ohio’s decision to protect petitioner’s right of publicity 

here . . . provides an economic incentive for him to make the investment required to produce a 

performance of interest to the public.” (emphasis added)).  The Supreme Court emphasized that 

Zacchini should be entitled to the same basket of rights that other producers are entitled to, 

including not only the right to license broadcasting rights to his entire event, but also the right to 

charge admission fees—something plainly only event producers can do.  Id. at 575-76; see also 
                                                                                                                                                             
Pictures v. Pathe News, 235 A.D. 774, 774, 255 N.Y.S. 1016, 1016 (N.Y. App. Div. 1932), 
discussed in Twentieth Century, 165 Misc. at 74.   

9 The NCAA or its members are the organizers and producers of the sports games 
themselves, and they set the terms by which student-athletes may participate.  The Supreme 
Court in National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Board of Regents of University of 
Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 102, 117, 120 (1984), approved those amateurism rules (see infra 
Section IV.A.2), and thus it is that decision to which Plaintiffs are really objecting, in order to try 
to negotiate what they allege would be better terms from NCAA members.   
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id. at 577 (noting that the rights Zacchini asserted, like patent and copyright laws, “afford greater 

encouragement to the production of works of benefit to the public” (emphasis added)).  Other 

courts have correctly construed Zacchini to protect the rights of sporting event producers, such as 

sports leagues, and not to protect the names and images of any of the hundreds of people who 

might participate in a team game, or appear at such an event.  See, e.g., Wis. Interscholastic 

Athletic Ass’n v. Gannett Co., 658 F.3d 614, 629 (7th Cir. 2011); Post Newsweek Stations-Conn., 

Inc. v. Travelers Ins. Co., 510 F. Supp. 81, 85-86 (D. Conn. 1981). 

By misreading Zacchini to support a right of publicity by anyone who performs in 

an event produced by someone else, the O’Bannon court got the point of the case exactly 

backwards.  Here, it is the Conference Defendants who are the “producers” of the sporting events 

at issue, not the athletes, so it is those Defendants’ right to license the games they produce. 

III. PLAINTIFFS’ STATE LAW CAUSES OF ACTION MUST BE DISMISSED 
BECAUSE THEY ARE (A) PREEMPTED BY FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAW 
AND (B) BARRED BY THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND THE TENNESSEE 
CONSTITUTION. 

Each of Plaintiffs’ Tennessee state law claims must also be dismissed as against 

the Network Defendants for two independent reasons:  (i) they are preempted by the federal 

Copyright Act; and (ii) they are barred by the First Amendment and the Tennessee Constitution. 

A. Plaintiffs’ State Law Claims Are Preempted by Federal Copyright Law. 

Each of Plaintiffs’ state law claims is preempted by federal copyright law.  Sports 

broadcasts and related advertisements are copyrighted audio-visual works, and Plaintiffs do not 

(and could not plausibly) allege that any of the Networks lack the right under copyright law to 

distribute their broadcasts.  Nonetheless, Plaintiffs seek to assert state law publicity rights in a 

manner that would fundamentally negate and disrupt the ability of the copyright holders to 

exploit their copyrights, by prohibiting the broadcast of games in which they appeared unless and 
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until they consent.  Copyright and federal supremacy principles preclude that result. 

The federal Copyright Act preempts state law claims that interfere with the 

exercise of rights protected by federal copyright law.  See 17 U.S.C. § 301; Stromback v. New 

Line Cinema, 384 F.3d 283, 300 (6th Cir. 2004); Patel v. Hughes, No. 3:13-0201, 2014 WL 

4655285, at *6 (M.D. Tenn., Sept. 16, 2014) (Sharp, C.J.); Stanford v. Caesars Entm’t, Inc., 

430 F. Supp. 2d 749, 754-55 (W.D. Tenn. 2006).  The sweep of copyright preemption “is 

unusually broad.”  Ritchie v. Williams, 395 F.3d 283, 286 (6th Cir. 2005); see Wells v. 

Chattanooga Bakery, Inc., No. M2013-00935-COA-R3-CV, 2014 WL 1259153, at *3 

(Tenn. Ct. App. Mar. 25, 2014).  Specifically, the Copyright Act preempts all state law claims 

that (i) fall within the general subject matter of copyright; and (ii) involve rights granted under 

state law that are “equivalent” to any of the exclusive rights within the scope of federal copyright 

protection.  Stromback, 384 F.3d at 300.10  The recording and broadcast of sporting events by the 

Network Defendants satisfies both prongs. 

Subject Matter.  It is readily apparent that sports broadcasts are copyrighted 

works.  A work will always satisfy the subject-matter requirement if it falls “within the range of 

materials protected by the Copyright Act,” which includes works that are both original and 

“fixed in [a] tangible medium of expression.” Id. at 301 (quoting 17 U.S.C. § 102(a)).  

                                                 
10 The Sixth Circuit has further refined the analysis for the “equivalence” prong of the test: 
 

“Equivalency exists if the right defined by state law may be abridged by an act 
which in and of itself would infringe one of the exclusive rights. Conversely, if an 
extra element is required instead of or in addition to the acts of reproduction, 
performance, distribution or display in order to constitute a state-created cause of 
action, there is no preemption, provided that the extra element changes the nature 
of the action so that it is qualitatively different from a copyright infringement 
claim.”  Stromback, 384 F.3d at 301 (citation omitted).   

The Circuit further provides that “[t]he existence of an extra element precludes preemption 
only where the element changes the nature, rather than the scope, of the action.”  Id. 
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Broadcasts of sports games and related advertisements are audiovisual works that are “fixed in a 

tangible medium of expression,” and thus fall within the subject matter of copyright.  Id.; see, 

e.g., Balt. Orioles, Inc. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass’n, 805 F.2d 663, 673 (7th Cir. 

1986) (baseball broadcasts are within the subject matter of copyright); Armstrong v. Eagle Rock 

Entm’t, Inc., 655 F. Supp. 2d 779, 790 (E.D. Mich. 2009) (Plaintiff’s “claim based on the sale of 

a recording that happens to include him” is preempted).   

Equivalency.  The asserted rights of publicity are “equivalent” to exclusive rights 

within the scope of federal copyright protection.  Both rights are a “right to exclude,” to prohibit 

use of the covered material without the right-holder’s consent.  See Patel, 2014 WL 4655285, 

at *6-8.  The Seventh Circuit’s decision in Baltimore Orioles, 805 F.2d 663, is squarely on point.  

It held that rights of publicity asserted by major league baseball players in the broadcasts of 

baseball games were preempted by federal copyright law.  Id. at 674-77.  Then, in Landham v. 

Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc., 227 F.3d 619 (6th Cir. 2000), a case about action figure toys, the Sixth 

Circuit expressly approved Baltimore Orioles as the prototypical example of a case where 

(unlike the facts in Landham) there would be preemption of publicity rights claims:  

“Unlike the baseball player-plaintiffs in Baltimore Orioles, Inc. v. Major League 
Baseball Players Assoc., 805 F.2d 663 (7th Cir. 1986), Landham is not claiming 
the right of publicity in order to gain rights in the telecast of his performance, or 
to contest Fox’s right to create derivative works from its copyrighted work in 
general.  Rather, he claims that the toy evokes his personal identity—an inchoate 
‘idea’ which is not amenable to copyright protection—to his emotional and 
financial detriment.”  Landham, 227 F.3d at 623.   

In this case, Plaintiffs plainly are trying to use the right of publicity “to gain rights in” (i) the 

broadcast of collegiate football and basketball games and (ii) advertisements that are “derivative 

works” of the same games.  Their state-law theories are therefore preempted.  Laws v. Sony 

Music Ent. Inc., 448 F.3d 1134, 1145 (9th Cir. 2006) (“We sense that, left to creative legal 

arguments, the developing right of publicity could easily supplant the copyright scheme.  This, 
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Congress has expressly precluded in [17 U.S.C.] § 301.”). 

More recently, a Minnesota federal district court rejected a claim by former NFL 

players that they have a right of publicity in footage from game broadcasts used in NFL 

documentaries, on the grounds that there is no such right and, even if there were, it would be 

preempted.  Dryer, 2014 WL 5106738, at *16-17.  Multiple other cases likewise hold that where 

a defendant (or someone else) filmed a performance for purposes of creating factual or 

entertainment content, and the plaintiff asserts a right of publicity claim to try to control (or be 

paid for) the distribution of the resulting copyrighted film, that publicity theory is preempted 

because it is functionally equivalent to a copyright claim.11  At bottom, all of Plaintiffs’ state law 

theories seek to assert control over the distribution of copyrighted works concerning factual 

sports content, are therefore preempted, and must be dismissed for this independent reason. 

B. Plaintiffs’ State Law Claims Are Barred by the First Amendment. 

Even if a state were to purport to grant all participants in a sporting event rights of 

publicity amounting to “veto rights,” as Plaintiffs here advocate (but which Tennessee has not 

done), that would violate both the First Amendment and the Tennessee Constitution.  

The starting point of a First Amendment analysis is the principle that Congress 

and the states “shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.”  U.S. 

Const. amend. 1.  As applied to assertions of a right of publicity, the Sixth Circuit emphasizes 

that “[t]here is an inherent tension between the right of publicity and the right of freedom of 

                                                 
11 See, e.g., Jules Jordan Video, Inc. v. 144942 Canada Inc., 617 F.3d 1146, 1155 (9th Cir. 

2010); Ray v. ESPN, Inc., No. 13-1179, 2014 WL 2766187, at *5 (W.D. Mo. Apr. 8, 2014) 
(claim by wrestler challenging re-broadcast of wrestling match on ESPN Classic is preempted); 
Somerson v. McMahon, 956 F. Supp. 2d 1345, 1355 (N.D. Ga. 2012) (same for wrestler whose 
matches were re-distributed by wrestling federation); Armstrong, 655 F. Supp. 2d 779, 789-90 
(state-law claims challenging distribution of DVD of musician’s performance in a band are 
preempted). 
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expression under the First Amendment.”  ETW Corp. v. Jireh Publ’g, Inc., 332 F.3d 915, 931 

(6th Cir. 2003).  Therefore, where (unlike here) a state recognizes a right of publicity in the 

material at issue, courts should “balance the magnitude of the speech restriction against the 

interest in protecting [the plaintiff’s] intellectual property right.”  Id. at 937; see also Landham, 

227 F.3d at 626.   

The Sixth Circuit has on four occasions considered whether the First Amendment 

bars right of publicity claims outside the realm of tangible commercial products, and in all but 

one has held that the First Amendment prohibited enforcement of the alleged publicity right.12  

As it happens, the Sixth Circuit has not yet had occasion to balance publicity rights and the First 

Amendment in the context of non-fiction programs that depict real events, like sports broadcasts.  

Rather, each of the four cases it has considered involved creative, quasi-fictional works such as a 

painting or a song, and as a result the balancing considerations the court used were directed 

specifically at “determining whether the artistic use of a celebrity’s image is protected by the 

First Amendment.”  ETW, 332 F.3d at 934 (explaining the application of the “transformative use 

test” for artistic works). 

Many other courts, however, have addressed how to balance the First Amendment 

and the right of publicity in the nonfiction context.  In such cases, a plaintiff is attempting to 

impact truthful speech solely on the basis of its content (i.e., because it includes the plaintiff’s 

name, image or likeness).  Cardtoons, L.C. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass’n, 95 F.3d 

                                                 
12 See Moore v. Weinstein Co., LLC, 545 F. App’x 405, 409 (6th Cir. 2013) (First 

Amendment bars right of publicity claim arising out of a movie); ETW, 332 F.3d at 936-37 (First 
Amendment bars publicity claim arising out of painting of Tiger Woods); Ruffin-Steinback, 267 
F.3d at 462 (because television mini-series was protected by the First Amendment, court would 
not apply Michigan’s right of publicity laws); cf. Parks v. LaFace Records, 329 F.3d 437, 452-
53, 463 (6th Cir. 2003) (First Amendment did not necessarily protect the use of “Rosa Parks” as 
the title of a song because the song had nothing to do with Mrs. Parks). 
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959, 972 (10th Cir. 1996).  Such content-based regulation of speech typically triggers the 

strictest constitutional scrutiny.  Clark v. Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence, 468 U.S. 288, 293 

(1984).  As a result, the two most important factors courts identify are (i) whether the challenged 

content is commercial speech and (ii) whether it relates to a matter of public interest.  These 

questions are critical—often dispositive—because while purely “commercial” speech is accorded 

less protection, freedom of speech and the press protects with particular zeal the publication of 

facts and matters in the public interest.  Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 50 (1988); 

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 93, n.127 (1976) (per curiam).  Applying these factors to sports 

broadcasts makes clear why the First Amendment would bar any right of publicity claim. 

  First, broadcasts of sporting events are not commercial speech.  “Commercial” 

does not mean “for money” in this context.  Rather, “commercial speech” means “speech which 

does no more than propose a commercial transaction.”  Va. State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Va. Citizens 

Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 762 (1976) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also 

Nichols v. Moore, 334 F. Supp. 2d. 944, 955-56 (E.D. Mich. 2004).  Broadcasting sporting 

events does not “propose a commercial transaction”—it depicts a real event and distributes 

desired speech (sports programming) to the public—and, thus, it is not “commercial speech” for 

purposes of First Amendment jurisprudence.  See Dryer, 2014 WL 5106738, at *4-8 (clips of 

game footage are protected by the First Amendment because they are noncommercial speech and 

convey factual information about football games).  Moreover, because the games themselves are 

not commercial speech, advertisements for them are likewise not considered commercial speech.  

People v. Fogelson, 21 Cal. 3d 158, 165 n.7, 577 P.2d 677, 681 n.7 (Cal. 1978) (“[C]ommercial 

solicitation or promotion of constitutionally protected . . . works is protected as an incident to the 

First Amendment value of the underlying speech or activity.”); Groden v. Random House, Inc., 
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61 F.3d 1045, 1050 (2d Cir. 1995).13  

  Second, it is well-settled that sports broadcasts concern matters of intense public 

interest.  See supra note 5.  As a result, multiple courts have held that factual depictions of sports 

and other real events are protected by the First Amendment from right of publicity claims.  

See, e.g., C.B.C. Distrib. & Mktg., Inc. v. Major League Baseball Advanced Media, L.P., 505 

F.3d 818 (8th Cir. 2007) (fantasy baseball games are protected by the First Amendment); Dryer, 

2014 WL 5106738, at *4-10 (documentaries about NFL games); CBS Interactive Inc. v. Nat’l 

Football League Players Ass’n, Inc., 259 F.R.D. 398, 417-19 (D. Minn. 2009) (fantasy football 

games); Nichols, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 956 (a documentary by filmmaker Michael Moore); 

Gionfriddo, 114 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 315 (video clips of game footage on MLB’s website); Daly v. 

Viacom, Inc., 238 F. Supp. 2d 1118, 1123 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (a reality television show); Dora v. 

Frontline Video, Inc., 15 Cal. App. 4th 536, 543, 18 Cal. Rptr. 2d 790, 792 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993) 

(documentary about surfing). 

Thus, sports broadcasts and related advertisements would be protected by the First 

Amendment in the event that Tennessee or any state were to recognize a right of publicity in 

such broadcasts—which none has done. 

                                                 
13 See also Gionfriddo, 114 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 317 (“A review of the cases finding that 

commercial speech violates the right of publicity strongly suggests that advertisements are 
actionable when the plaintiff’s identity is used, without consent, to promote an unrelated product 
. . . .  A celebrity’s likeness may be used, however, to advertise a related product.”); Montana v. 
San Jose Mercury News, Inc., 34 Cal. App. 4th 790, 797, 40 Cal. Rptr. 2d 639, 643 (Cal. Ct. 
App. 1995) (newspaper’s creation of posters that were reproductions of articles from the 
newspaper depicting a photograph of Montana winning the Super Bowl protected by First 
Amendment); Lane v. Random House, Inc., 985 F. Supp. 141, 147 (D.D.C. 1995) (“It would be 
illogical to allow respondents to exhibit [speech products] but effectively preclude advance 
discussion or promotion of their lawful enterprise.”); Leddy v. Narragansett Television, L.P., 843 
A.2d 481, 490 (R.I. 2004) (“[A] news medium such as Channel 12 has a constitutional privilege 
to tout itself in promotional spots or advertisements by showing brief rebroadcasts or televised 
snippets from its past nondefamatory reports or from its coverage of news stories.”). 
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The Supreme Court’s balancing analysis in Zacchini, 433 U.S. 562 (1977), further 

demonstrates why no state could constitutionally recognize a right of publicity for every 

participant in a large group event like a team sporting event.  In Zacchini, the Court found that 

Mr. Zacchini’s right to control the broadcast of the one-man human cannonball act that he 

produced was not barred by the First Amendment, reasoning that if producers of such events 

cannot license them for broadcast, that could destroy their incentive to create them in the first 

place.  Id. at 575-76.  But, here, the balance is entirely different.  A chaotic regime of “rights of 

publicity” based on the name, image and likeness of every individual participant in a team 

sporting event would not encourage and enable the production of sporting and other expensive-

to-produce, multi-participant events, since athletes and other participants do not produce such 

events.  On the contrary, it would destroy incentives to create such works, massively 

complicating or indeed rendering impossible the commercial exploitation of such events, and 

opening producers and broadcasters to unpredictable liability.  Zacchini found that producers’ 

rights are so strong and important that they may outweigh First Amendment interests; Plaintiffs, 

in sharp contrast, seek to undermine producers’ rights so severely as to render them valueless.   

Finally, “the Tennessee Supreme Court has held that its protections of the 

freedoms of speech and press are ‘substantially stronger’ than the First Amendment because 

‘[Article I, Section 19 of the Tennessee Constitution] is clear and certain, leaving nothing to 

conjecture and requiring no interpretation, construction, or clarification.’” Seaton v. TripAdvisor 

LLC, 728 F.3d 592, 598 n.6 (6th Cir. 2013) (emphasis added) (quoting Press, Inc. v. Verran, 

569 S.W.2d 435, 442 (Tenn. 1978)); Lewis v. NewsChannel 5 Network, L.P., 238 S.W.3d 270, 

288 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2007).  Thus, even if this case presented a close call under the First 

Amendment (and it does not), Plaintiffs’ state-law causes of action are separately barred by the 
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Tennessee Constitution and must be dismissed. 

IV. PLAINTIFFS’ THIRD, SIXTH AND SEVENTH CAUSES OF ACTION MUST BE 
DISMISSED FOR THE SAME REASONS. 

Plaintiffs’ causes of action for civil conspiracy (Third Cause of Action), unjust 

enrichment (Sixth Cause of Action) and accounting (Seventh Cause of Action) are just tagalong 

claims premised on Plaintiffs’ deficient publicity theory.  (See Compl. ¶¶ 167, 188-189, 193-94.)  

If the Network Defendants did not violate Plaintiffs’ rights of publicity, there can be no improper 

“conspiracy” concerning such rights, no unjust enrichment and no occasion for any 

“accounting.”  Likewise, they would be preempted by federal copyright law and barred by the 

First Amendment.  See Ruffin-Steinback, 267 F.3d at 462-63 (affirming dismissal of unjust 

enrichment and publicity claims where “plaintiffs’ claims of unjust enrichment [were] 

duplicative or derivative of their right of publicity claims.”); Moore, 2012 WL 1884758, at *49 

(dismissing conspiracy, unjust enrichment and publicity claims where unjust enrichment claim 

“essentially overlaps with the publicity and trademark claims”), aff’d, 545 F. App’x 405 (6th Cir. 

2013).  Plaintiffs’ Seventh Cause of Action, seeking an accounting, must be dismissed for the 

additional reason that Plaintiffs have alleged no fiduciary relationship, a prerequisite for an 

accounting action.  See Law v. Bioheart, Inc., No. 2:07–CV–2177, 2009 WL 693149, at *16 

(W.D. Tenn. Mar. 13, 2009) (“Generally, absent some duty at law to provide an accounting, an 

action in equity for an accounting requires a fiduciary relationship or some other special 

circumstance particularly meriting this remedy.”).  

V. PLAINTIFFS’ FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION MUST BE DISMISSED BECAUSE IT 
FAILS TO STATE A CLAIM UNDER THE LANHAM ACT. 

Plaintiffs’ Fifth Cause of Action asserts that Defendants violated Lanham Act 

Section 43(a)(1)(A) (15 U.S.C. § 1125), which concerns “false designations of origin.”  In order 

to plead a claim under Section 43(a), a plaintiff must allege that “defendants made misleading 
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statements in interstate commerce that tended to deceive a substantial portion of the targeted 

consumers” and “that the statements would likely influence purchasing decisions.”  Tovey v. Nike, 

Inc., No. 1:12 CV 0448, 2012 WL 7017821, at *10 (N.D. Ohio July 3, 2012).  Plaintiffs’ Lanham 

Act theory asserts that broadcasting college football and basketball games, and airing 

advertisements for them, confuses consumers because it falsely implies that all the athletes who 

play in the games endorse the game broadcasts.  Courts routinely hold that this type of false 

endorsement theory asserted against noncommercial speech is not actionable under the Lanham 

Act, and is barred by the First Amendment.  Farah v. Esquire Magazine, 736 F.3d 528, 541 

(D.C. Cir. 2013); Brown v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 724 F.3d 1235, 1248 (9th Cir. 2013); E.S.S. Entm’t 

2000, Inc. v. Rock Star Videos, Inc., 547 F.3d 1095, 1101 (9th Cir. 2008).  Plaintiffs’ Lanham Act 

claim must be dismissed for three independent reasons.    

A. The Lanham Act Does Not Reach Factual, Noncommercial Speech. 

The Lanham Act claim must be dismissed for the simple reason that the Lanham 

Act does not apply to noncommercial speech such as game broadcasts, or related advertisements.  

The Sixth Circuit holds that “[t]he Lanham Act is constitutional because it only regulates 

commercial speech, which is entitled to reduced protections under the First Amendment.”  

Taubman Co. v. Webfeats, 319 F.3d 770, 774 (6th Cir. 2003).  Many other courts have held that 

the Lanham Act does not provide a cause of action for claims that the appearance of someone’s 

name or image in an article or non-fiction program somehow implied an endorsement of the 

publisher.  See, e.g., Farah, 736 F.3d at 541 (satirical article in Esquire magazine not actionable 

because “[e]very circuit court of appeals to address the scope of these provisions [of the Lanham 

Act] has held that they apply only to commercial speech”) (citing cases).  The Network 

Defendants’ football and basketball broadcasts and advertisements for such broadcasts are 

indisputably not “commercial speech” (see supra Section III.B), and therefore no cause of action 
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can lie under the Lanham Act. 

B. Plaintiffs Fail To Plead Any Facts Plausibly Suggesting a False Endorsement. 

Even if the Lanham Act could be applied to a noncommercial, factual account of 

real events, Plaintiffs fail to allege sufficient facts to plead a Lanham Act claim.  Plaintiffs 

merely allege that they played in football and basketball games that were shown on television, 

and that game footage appeared in advertisements promoting the same broadcasts.  They plead 

no facts suggesting how consumers were supposedly confused;14 under their theory, anyone 

whose image ever appeared on television would have a Lanham Act claim.  Their conclusory 

assertions of confusion, without any supporting facts, are insufficient to plead a Lanham Act 

claim.  See Dryer, 2014 WL 5106738, at *18 (“This use of game footage as game footage 

cannot, as a matter of law, cause confusion or mistake or deceive anyone . . . .”). 

C.  The Lanham Act Claim Is Also Barred by the First Amendment. 

Finally, even if the Plaintiffs had alleged facts creating a colorable issue of 

“confusion,” their Lanham Act claim would be barred by the First Amendment.  The Sixth 

Circuit has consistently applied the test articulated by the Second Circuit in Rogers v. Grimaldi, 

875 F.2d 994, 999 (2d Cir. 1989), to determine whether a defendant’s work is protected by the 

First Amendment from liability under the Lanham Act.  ETW, 332 F.3d at 937; Parks, 329 F.3d 

                                                 
14 See Small Bus. Bodyguard, Inc. v. House of Moxie, Inc., No. 14 Civ. 7170 (CM), 2014 WL 

5585339, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 31, 2014) (finding the complaint “pleads not a single fact” to 
support the element “likely to cause confusion”); see also S. Grouts & Mortars, Inc. v. 3M Co., 
No. 07-61388-CIV, 2008 WL 4346798, at *10 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 17, 2008) (“Therefore, because 
the Google AdWords claim was not properly plead [sic], and SGM has not argued that the use of 
the AdWords creates (or created) a likelihood of confusion, nothing further need be written on 
this issue.”); Larkin Grp., Inc. v. Aquatic Design Consultants, Inc., 323 F. Supp. 2d 1121, 1127 
(D. Kan. 2004) (“To state a claim for false advertising under [the Lanham Act], a plaintiff must 
plead the following elements [including] ‘(1) that defendant made material false or misleading 
representations . . . (3) that are either likely to cause confusion or mistake . . . .’” (quoting 
Cottrell, Ltd. v. Biotrol Int’l, Inc., 191 F.3d 1248, 1252 (10th Cir. 1999))). 
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at 450-52; Armstrong, 655 F. Supp. 2d at 791-92; Moore, 2012 WL 1884758, at *34-35.   

The Rogers test asks whether the use of a plaintiff’s image has “artistic relevance 

to the underlying work.”  ETW, 332 F.3d at 937.  This is a “low threshold,” merely requiring that 

“the level of relevance must be above zero.”  E.S.S. Entm’t, 547 F.3d at 1100.  If it is, the work is 

protected by the First Amendment “unless it explicitly misleads as to the source . . . of the work.”  

Id. at 1099 (internal quotation marks omitted).  Here, showing football players playing football is 

obviously relevant to airing or advertising a football game (the underlying work), and the 

Complaint does not (and could not) plead facts plausibly establishing that any of the broadcasts 

or advertisements ever explicitly claimed that any of the Plaintiffs produced or endorsed any 

particular Network.   

Plaintiffs’ pleadings are similar to Lanham Act claims previously asserted by 

former NFL running back Jim Brown, which were dismissed on First Amendment grounds in a 

decision recently affirmed by the Ninth Circuit.  Brown, 724 F.3d at 1239.  Brown alleged that 

the inclusion of his avatar in the Madden NFL video game caused consumer confusion about 

whether he endorsed the game.  Id. at 1245-47.  Applying the Second Circuit’s Rogers test, the 

Ninth Circuit concluded that Brown’s image was relevant to a video game about professional 

football, and that nothing he pointed to suggested any explicit claim by the manufacturer that 

Brown endorsed the game.  Id. at 1247-48.15   

VI. PLAINTIFFS’ FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION MUST BE DISMISSED BECAUSE 
PLAINTIFFS FAIL TO PLEAD MULTIPLE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF AN 
ANTITRUST CLAIM. 

As a threshold matter, because Plaintiffs have no property right in—and are not 

                                                 
15 In this Circuit, Rogers also provides yet another reason to dispose of Plaintiffs’ right of 

publicity claims as well.  The Sixth Circuit has observed that the right of publicity and the 
Lanham Act are closely related, and so (unlike the Ninth Circuit) has applied Rogers to 
determine whether the First Amendment bars both theories.  Parks, 329 F.3d at 450-52, 460-61. 
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entitled to compensation for—the use of their names, images or likenesses in sports broadcasts 

and related advertising, there simply cannot be an antitrust violation to deprive Plaintiffs of 

supposed rights they do not have.  Placed in the context of traditional antitrust analysis:  (i) there 

is no separate market for the student-athletes’ names, images or likenesses; (ii) there can be no 

injury to that non-existent market; and (iii) none of the Defendants could have reached an 

agreement to restrain trade in a market that does not exist.  Because Plaintiffs’ right of publicity 

claims fail as a matter of law, their antitrust claims also fail as a matter of law. 

Beyond that dispositive defect, Plaintiffs fail to plead an antitrust claim.  To state 

a claim under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, a plaintiff must plead sufficient factual matter to 

show that:  “(1) the defendants contracted, combined or conspired among each other; (2) the 

combination or conspiracy produced adverse, anticompetitive effects within relevant product and 

geographic markets; (3) the objects of and conduct pursuant to that contract or conspiracy were 

illegal; and (4) the plaintiff was injured as a proximate result of that conspiracy.”  Total Benefits, 

552 F.3d at 436 (internal quotation marks omitted).   

Each of those elements must be pleaded with sufficient factual particularity; it is 

not enough to plead mere “labels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a 

cause of action will not do.”  Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555.  Instead, the complaint must state a 

plausible claim for relief.  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 679 (2009).  In determining whether a 

claim is plausible, courts “need not accept as true legal conclusions or unwarranted factual 

inferences.”  Travel Agent, 583 F.3d at 903.  Where a complaint’s “well-pleaded facts do not 

permit the court to infer more than the mere possibility of misconduct,” the complaint’s 

allegations do not state a plausible claim.  Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 679.  Those pleading requirements 

are particularly important in antitrust cases because “the costs of modern federal antitrust 
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litigation and the increasing caseload of the federal courts counsel against sending the parties 

into discovery when there is no reasonable likelihood that the plaintiffs can construct a claim 

from the events related in the complaint.”  Twombly, 550 U.S. at 558. 

 Plaintiffs’ allegations of antitrust conspiracy do not remotely satisfy this 

requirement with respect to the Network Defendants—or any defendants. 

Plaintiffs do not allege that the Network Defendants entered into any contract, 

combination or conspiracy to achieve any unlawful purpose.  The Network Defendants are not a 

party to the “agreement” about which the Plaintiffs actually complain—the agreement among the 

NCAA, the Conference Defendants and the schools restricting compensation of college 

athletes—and in any case that agreement has been repeatedly held to be procompetitive, and thus 

cannot be an agreement to achieve an unlawful purpose.  Plaintiffs do not plausibly allege any 

injury to competition, and they do not plausibly allege that they have suffered any injury as a 

result of any action of the Network Defendants.  

A. Plaintiffs Do Not Allege That the Network Defendants Entered into Any 
Agreement To Achieve an Unlawful Purpose. 

Plaintiffs’ Section 1 claim is deficient because the Complaint fails to allege facts 

supporting an inference that the Network Defendants were parties to any contract, combination 

or conspiracy to achieve an unlawful purpose.   

Section 1 prohibits “contracts, combinations, or conspiracies” in restraint of 

trade.  “[T]he crucial question [in a Section 1 case] is whether the challenged anticompetitive 

conduct stems from independent decision or from an agreement,” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 553 

(internal quotation marks omitted), and the pleading requirements of Twombly are particularly 
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important with respect to allegations of agreement.16  To establish a Section 1 violation, a 

plaintiff must at a minimum allege that the defendants engaged in concerted action, defined as 

having “a conscious commitment to a common scheme designed to achieve an unlawful 

objective.”  Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Serv. Corp., 465 U.S. 752, 764 (1984) (emphasis added).  

At the pleading stage, this requires plaintiffs to offer “enough fact to raise a reasonable expectation 

that discovery will reveal evidence of illegal agreement,” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556—a threshold 

that is not met through allegations that are “merely consistent with” agreement, id. at 557, but are 

“more likely explained” by independent, self-interested conduct,  Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 680.  

Based on Twombly, and as interpreted in subsequent decisions, the Complaint 

must at least identify the who, what, where and when of the purported agreement.  See Twombly, 

550 U.S. at 556-57 (“[A] conclusory allegation of agreement at some unidentified point does not 

supply facts adequate to show illegality.”); Travel Agent, 583 F.3d at 905 (“where [a] ‘complaint 

[ ] furnishes no clue’ as to which defendants supposedly agreed or when and where the illicit 

agreement took place, the complaint fails to give adequate notice as required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 

8” (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 565)); Kendall v. Visa U.S.A., Inc., 518 F.3d 1042, 1048 

(9th Cir. 2008) (affirming dismissal of complaint because “the complaint [did] not answer the 

basic questions:  who, did what, to whom (or with whom), where, and when?”).   

1. Plaintiffs Allege No Anticompetitive Agreement. 

Plaintiffs’ Section 1 claim must be dismissed as against the Network Defendants 

because Plaintiffs do not (and cannot) allege any anticompetitive agreement to which any 

Network Defendant is a party. 

                                                 
16 “The inadequacy of showing parallel conduct or interdependence, without more, mirrors 

the ambiguity of the behavior: consistent with conspiracy, but just as much in line with a wide 
swath of rational and competitive business strategy unilaterally prompted by common 
perceptions of the market.”  Twombly, 550 U.S. at 554. 
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Certainly Plaintiffs make no claim that the Network Defendants conspired or 

entered into any allegedly anticompetitive agreement with one another.  Nor could they plausibly 

do so.  In fact, the Complaint is clear that the Network Defendants vigorously compete, paying 

billions of dollars for exclusive rights to broadcast college football and basketball games.  

Further, although Plaintiffs assert that each of the Network Defendants “only negotiate[s] and 

enter[s] into agreements with the NCAA, Conference Defendants, and their member institutions” 

(and does not contract with student-athletes) (Compl. ¶ 110), Plaintiffs do not allege that the 

Network Defendants negotiate only with the NCAA, conferences and schools as a result of any 

agreement to which the Network Defendants are parties.  (See id. ¶ 105.) 

Rather, the Complaint identifies only two agreements:  (i) the programming 

contracts between each of the Network Defendants individually (on the one hand) and the 

NCAA, Conference Defendants or schools (on the other) (the “Broadcast Agreements”); and 

(ii) the amateurism rules adopted by the NCAA, the Conference Defendants and the NCAA 

member schools restricting compensation of college athletes (id. ¶¶ 98-104).17  Neither can 

support a Sherman Act claim here. 

a. The Broadcast Agreements are not agreements to achieve an 
illegal object. 

The Complaint asserts that the Network Defendants “have all entered into 

lucrative, anticompetitive contracts with the NCAA and Conference Defendants for . . . 

                                                 
17 Plaintiffs assert that (i) “Defendants and the NCAA entered into . . . a contract, 

combination, or conspiracy . . . in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act,” which “resulted in 
concerted action among the Defendants and the NCAA” (Compl. ¶¶ 172-73); and (ii) 
“Defendants . . . have engaged and continue to engage an overarching conspiracy to:  (a) fix the 
amount current and former student athletes are paid for the licensing, use, and sale of their 
images at zero; and (b) foreclose current and former student athletes from the market for the 
licensing, use and sale of their images” (id. ¶ 174).  But those allegations are nothing more than 
extreme examples of the entirely conclusory assertions of agreement that Twombly, Iqbal and 
Total Benefits condemn as unacceptable.   
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broadcasting rights.”  (Id. ¶ 105).  

But the Broadcast Agreements merely define the terms pursuant to which buyers 

(the Network Defendants) purchase from sellers (the NCAA, conferences or schools) the right to 

televise sporting events.  (Id. ¶¶ 113(a)-(n).)  Plaintiffs plead no facts suggesting that the 

Broadcast Agreements were designed to (or in fact do) restrict student-athlete compensation.  

There is no allegation that the Broadcast Agreements say anything about student-athlete 

compensation at all.  Thus, even if one were to assume that restricting student-athlete 

compensation were an unlawful objective—and it is not (see infra Section VI.A.2)—there is no 

allegation that the Broadcast Agreements have anything to do with achieving that objective.  

See Monsanto, 465 U.S. at 764. 

Instead, the facts pleaded by Plaintiffs describe agreements that are mere 

“account[s] of a defendant’s commercial efforts,” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557; what they record 

are terms (including very high prices) driven by the fierce competition among the Network 

Defendants to obtain broadcast rights from the NCAA, conferences and schools.   

Nor does the mere existence of the Broadcast Agreements provide “plausible 

grounds to infer” that the Network Defendants entered into some other (unidentified) agreement 

or conspiracy in restraint of trade.  Id. at 556.  Rather, the existence of the Broadcast Agreements 

is “more likely explained” by (indeed, obviously explained by) innocent conduct:  they are 

necessary contracts that define what games a particular network has the right to broadcast and on 

what terms.  Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 680.  It is implausible to infer that the Broadcast Agreements 

were entered into with any goal at all relating to student-athlete compensation, and there are no 
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facts alleged to support such an inference.18   

b. The NCAA’s amateurism rules do not constitute an agreement to 
achieve an illegal object and, in any event, the Network 
Defendants are not parties to that agreement. 

Plaintiffs identify the amateurism rules as an agreement restricting how much 

college athletes can be paid.  (Compl. ¶¶ 98-104.)  But that has nothing to do with the Network 

Defendants:  there is no allegation (nor could there be) that the Network Defendants are parties 

to any NCAA rule or agreement.  The Network Defendants did not create the NCAA’s 

amateurism rules, did not induce their creation (which occurred before most of the Network 

Defendants even existed (id. ¶¶ 91-94)), and do not endorse or dispute their propriety.  A party 

cannot be liable under the antitrust laws without being involved in the challenged agreement.  

See, e.g., Total Benefits, 552 F.3d at 436. 

Plaintiffs assert that the Network Defendants “effectually adopt and implement” 

the NCAA amateurism rules through the Broadcast Agreements.  (Compl. ¶ 112.)  But that is a 

purely conclusory assertion with no legal meaning.  Certainly it is not an adequate allegation of 

any “agreement”; nor is the assertion—whatever it means—supported by any “factual matter.”  

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556.  The Network Defendants pay what their contracts call for to the 

NCAA, conferences or schools, and do not control or attempt to control what the conferences 

and schools do with the money (or to whom they disburse it).  Plaintiffs do not allege otherwise; 

rather, the Complaint explicitly alleges that the amateurism rules constitute an agreement 

“between the NCAA and Conference Defendants.”  (Compl. ¶ 101 (emphasis added).)   

                                                 
18 Indeed, there is no allegation (nor could there be) that the Network Defendants would have 

been able to broadcast NCAA football or basketball games without entering into a broadcast 
rights agreement with the NCAA, a conference or a school.  Even if Plaintiffs challenge the 
sufficiency of those contracts, the fact that they are at least necessary means that no inference of 
illegality can be drawn from their existence. 
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In addition, there is no connection alleged between the NCAA’s amateurism rules 

and the Network Defendants at all, much less “plausible grounds to infer” that the reason the 

NCAA and its Conferences have amateurism rules is because of some agreement involving the 

Network Defendants.  Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556.  “Generic pleading, alleging misconduct 

against defendants without specifics as to the role each played in the alleged conspiracy, was 

specifically rejected by Twombly.”  Total Benefits, 552 F.3d at 436. 

2. Plaintiffs Can Identify No “Unlawful Purpose” Because the NCAA 
Amateurism Rules Have Been Held To Be Procompetitive by the Supreme 
Court and Other Courts. 

Plaintiffs’ claim also fails because Plaintiffs identify no “unlawful purpose” to 

any alleged agreement.  Monsanto, 465 U.S. at 764 (Section 1 violation requires “a conscious 

commitment to a common scheme designed to achieve an unlawful objective”).  Because 

Plaintiffs do not possess (and have never possessed) the supposed “publicity rights” on which all 

their theories depend, an agreement to prevent Plaintiffs from selling those rights could not be an 

agreement for an unlawful purpose.  Moreover, the NCAA amateurism rules have been 

repeatedly held to be lawful and indeed procompetitive. 

In 1984, the Supreme Court stated in Board of Regents that “[i]n order to preserve 

the character and quality of the ‘product,’ [i.e., amateur collegiate athletics] athletes must not be 

paid . . . .  In [enforcing this rule], [the NCAA’s] actions widen consumer choice—not only the 

choices available to sports fans but also those available to athletes—and hence can be viewed as 

procompetitive.”  468 U.S. 85, 102 (1984) (emphasis added).  The Court continued:   

“It is reasonable to assume that most of the regulatory controls of the NCAA are 
justifiable means of fostering competition among amateur athletic teams and 
therefore procompetitive because they enhance public interest in intercollegiate 
athletics. . . . The NCAA plays a critical role in the maintenance of a revered 
tradition of amateurism in college sports.  There can be no question but that it 
needs ample latitude to play that role, or that the preservation of the student-
athlete in higher education adds richness and diversity to intercollegiate athletics 
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and is entirely consistent with the goals of the Sherman Act.”  Id. at 117, 120 
(emphasis added). 

Just two years ago, the Seventh Circuit in Agnew v. National Collegiate Athletic 

Association examined and applied Board of Regents, holding that (i) “the first—and possibly 

only—question to be answered when NCAA bylaws are challenged is whether the NCAA 

regulations at issue are of the type that have been blessed by the Supreme Court, making them 

presumptively procompetitive”; and (ii) “bylaws eliminating the eligibility of players who 

receive cash payments beyond the [cost of attendance] . . . clearly protect[] amateurism . . . [and] 

fall comfortably within the presumption of procompetitiveness afforded to certain NCAA 

regulations.”  683 F.3d 328, 341, 343 (7th Cir. 2012) (emphasis added).  And, in 2008, the Sixth 

Circuit made clear in Bassett v. National Collegiate Athletic Association that the “NCAA’s 

enforcement of its rules governing recruiting, improper inducements and academic fraud, did not 

give NCAA a competitive advantage[;] rather, they were intended to ensure fair competition in 

intercollegiate athletics.”  528 F.3d 426, 433 (6th Cir. 2008) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

Other decisions from this Circuit are in accord.  See Gaines v. Nat’l Coll. Athletic Ass’n, 

746 F. Supp. 738, 744-45 (M.D. Tenn. 1990) (Wiseman, C.J.) (holding that the NCAA’s 

eligibility rules do not constitute an unlawful exercise of monopoly power under the Sherman 

Act).  In short, numerous courts have upheld the NCAA amateurism rules as procompetitive.19  

This is an independent basis requiring dismissal of Plaintiffs’ Sherman Act claim, Count Four.20 

                                                 
19 In fact, it was the Supreme Court’s Board of Regents decision that purposefully cleared the 

way for conferences and schools to enter into an increasing number of broadcast agreements, 
greatly expanding the number of games available to viewers.   

20 In O’Bannon, 7 F. Supp. 3d 955, the district court pushed aside the Supreme Court’s 
holding in Board of Regents, reasoning that “the college sports industry has changed 
substantially in the thirty years since Board of Regents was decided.”  Id. at 1000.  To the extent 
that O’Bannon concluded that it was not bound by Board of Regents, it is wrongly decided.  Both 
Board of Regents and Bassett are binding authority in this Circuit.     
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B. Plaintiffs Fail To Identify Any Anticompetitive Effect on Any Relevant 
Market. 

Even if Plaintiffs had alleged a relevant agreement by the Network Defendants, 

their claims still must be dismissed because they have not alleged any anticompetitive effect on a 

relevant market.  To state a Section 1 claim, a plaintiff must allege conduct that actually harms 

competition.  NYNEX Corp. v. Discon, Inc., 525 U.S. 128, 135 (1998) (finding that plaintiff 

alleging § 1 vertical agreement “must allege and prove harm, not just to a single competitor, but 

to the competitive process, i.e., to competition itself”); Futurevision Cable Sys. of Wiggins, Inc. 

v. Multivision Cable TV Corp., 789 F. Supp. 760, 766-67 (S.D. Miss. 1992) (requiring plaintiff to 

plead harm to competition in both § 1 and § 2 claims).   

An allegation of harm to competition requires the identification of a properly 

defined product and geographic market so a court can determine “whether the allegedly unlawful 

acts have anticompetitive effects in that market.”  Cupp v. Alberto-Culver USA, Inc., 310 

F. Supp. 2d 963, 969 (W.D. Tenn. 2004); see also Hood v. Tenneco Texas Life Ins. Co., 739 F.2d 

1012, 1018 (5th Cir. 1984) (“[D]efining a market is an important consideration in an antitrust 

action [because] market considerations provide the ‘objective benchmarks’ for determining a 

section 1 violation.”).  Here, Plaintiffs purport to define the “Relevant Market” (Compl. ¶¶ 124-

131) as “a marketplace where Student Athletes could compete as market participants and sell 

licenses for their names, images, and likenesses to Defendants” (id. ¶ 131).  Plaintiffs assert that 

“[i]n the absence of Defendants’ conspiracy, [Plaintiffs] would become natural participants in the 

marketplace for use and broadcast of their names, likenesses, and/or images.”  (Id. ¶ 130.)   

Plaintiffs’ allegations do not identify a plausible anticompetitive effect on a 

relevant market for at least two reasons: 
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First, there is no market.  As explained in Section II.A-C, Plaintiffs cannot 

plausibly allege that a market for name, image and likeness broadcast rights from student-

athletes ever has existed, or ever could exist.  See Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 680 (requiring a plaintiff to 

plead facts that push his claim “‘across the line from conceivable to plausible’” (quoting 

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570)).  Because the supposed individual publicity rights that are the basis 

of all of Plaintiffs’ claims do not exist, there can be no market for those rights.   

Further, the alternative reality that Plaintiffs seem to envision—in which the 

networks would be required to secure broadcast rights from innumerable individual student 

athletes—is not only implausible, it is “a virtual impossibility”, as the Supreme Court has 

recognized in a similar music licensing context.  Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broad. Sys., 

Inc. (“BMI”), 441 U.S. 1, 20 (1979) (rejecting application of per se rule of illegality to blanket 

licenses that promoted efficiency among both buyers and sellers).  The longstanding rules that 

vest all broadcast rights in the producers of the events (and the Network Defendants’ 

longstanding practice of purchasing those rights only from the producers) do not plausibly harm 

competition; on the contrary, they are necessary for the market for sports broadcasts to exist at 

all.  Id.  Even in O’Bannon, the district court concluded that “Plaintiffs have failed to show that 

the challenged NCAA rules harm competition.”  O’Bannon, 7 F. Supp. 3d at 994-97.  The 

O’Bannon court reasoned as follows:   

“Plaintiffs have not presented any evidence to show that, in the absence of the 
challenged restraint, teams of student-athletes would actually compete against one 
another to sell their group licenses.  In fact, the evidence in the record strongly 
suggests that such competition would not occur.  This is because any network that 
seeks to telecast a particular athletic event would have to obtain a group license 
from every team that could potentially participate in that event.  For instance, a 
network seeking to telecast a conference basketball tournament would have to 
obtain group licenses from all of the teams in that conference.  Under those 
circumstances, none of the teams in the conference would compete against each 
other as sellers of group licenses because the group licenses would constitute 
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perfect complements:  that is, every group license would have to be sold in order 
for any single group license to have value.”  Id. at 995.   

That reasoning applies with even greater force to the implausible “individual licensing” market 

Plaintiffs seem to posit here.  (See Compl. ¶ 131.) 

  Second, Plaintiffs have not alleged how competition in any market (as opposed to 

their own economic interests) has been harmed.  See Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 

294, 344 (1962) (antitrust law protects “competition, not competitors”).  Indeed, the Complaint is 

completely silent as to how the market has been impacted at all.  Absent allegations of impact on 

competition, which are wholly missing, Plaintiffs’ antitrust claim must be dismissed.  See, e.g., 

Innovation Ventures, LLC v. N.V.E., Inc., 694 F.3d 723, 741 (6th Cir. 2012). 

C. Plaintiffs Do Not Allege Any Injury at All Caused by Any Action of the 
Network Defendants. 

Finally, even where competition has been injured, in order for a plaintiff to have 

standing to assert a Section 1 claim, that plaintiff must allege that he suffered injury as a 

“proximate result of [the alleged] conspiracy.”  Total Benefits, 552 F.3d at 436 (emphasis 

added); Valley Prods. Co., Inc. v. Landmark, 128 F.3d 398, 403-04 (6th Cir. 1997) (plaintiff 

lacked standing because its alleged injury was caused by conduct that was not a “necessary 

predicate” of the alleged restraint).     

Plaintiffs do not plausibly allege that the Network Defendants caused any harm at 

all to Plaintiffs.  The Complaint does not coherently allege any link between the only alleged 

conduct of the Network Defendants (being parties to the Broadcast Agreements) and the only 

alleged harm to Plaintiffs (student-athletes not being monetarily compensated for the use of their 

names, images and likenesses in televised games).21  Instead, as alleged, the Network Defendants 

                                                 
21 There is no link between Plaintiffs and Defendant NBC for an additional, independent 

reason.  The only agreement to which Defendant NBC is alleged to be a party is an agreement 
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pay billions of dollars annually to the NCAA, conferences and schools as a result of competitive 

bidding for broadcast rights.  There is no allegation that the Network Defendants have any ability 

to control whether or how much of that money is passed on to student-athletes.  And there is no 

direct link between the Network Defendants and the student-athletes at all.  Thus, Plaintiffs cannot 

allege any injury even remotely linked to (much less proximately caused by) the Network 

Defendants.  See Associated Gen. Contractors of Cal., Inc. v. Cal. St. Council of Carpenters, 459 

U.S. 519, 545 (1983) (no antitrust violation where there is no relationship between the alleged harm 

and the alleged wrongdoing); In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 332 F.3d 896, 909 (6th Cir. 2003). 

*  *  * 

In addition to the dispositive fact that Plaintiffs have no publicity right that could 

be the subject of an antitrust violation, Plaintiffs’ Complaint fails to allege any unlawful 

agreement to which any Network Defendant is a party, fails to allege any anticompetitive effect 

on any market, and fails to allege that Plaintiffs have suffered any injury caused by any act of the 

Network Defendants.  Thus, Plaintiffs’ Sherman Act claim, Count Four, must be dismissed with 

respect to the Network Defendants.    

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Network Defendants respectfully request that 

the Court enter an order dismissing with prejudice all claims against the Network Defendants. 

  

                                                                                                                                                             
for “exclusive national coverage of all University of Notre Dame home football games.”  
(Compl. ¶ 31.)  No Plaintiff is alleged to have played for Notre Dame, nor is any Plaintiff alleged 
to have played in a football game at Notre Dame.  Thus, Plaintiffs have alleged no involvement 
with NBC at all. 
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Attorneys for Defendants ESPN Inc., ABC, Inc., ESPN 

d/b/a SEC Network and ESPN d/b/a Longhorn 
Network 
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/s/ James W. Quinn (w/ permission by SDL) 
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP 
James W. Quinn 
james.quinn@weil.com 
Yehudah L. Buchweitz 
yehudah.buchweitz@weil.com 
Eric S. Hochstadt 
Eric.hochstadt@weil.com 
767 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10153 
Tel:  (212) 310-8000 
Fax:  (212) 310-8007 

- and - 

BASS, BERRY & SIMS PLC 
R. Dale Grimes  
dgrimes@bassberry.com 
150 Third Avenue South 
Suite 2800 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 742-6200 
 
Attorneys for Defendant CBS Broadcasting Inc. 
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/s/ Arthur J. Burke (w/ permission by SDL) 
DAVIS POLK & WARDWELL LLP 
Arthur J. Burke 
arthur.burke@davispolk.com 
Dana M. Seshens 
dana.seshens@davispolk.com 
450 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel:  (212) 450-4000 
Fax:  (212) 701-5800 

- and - 

DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP 
Kelli L. Sager 
kellisager@dwt.com 
865 Figueroa Street, Suite 2400 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Tel:  (213) 633-6800 
Fax:  (213) 633-6899 

- and - 

BASS, BERRY & SIMS PLC 
R. Dale Grimes 
dgrimes@bassberry.com 
150 Third Avenue South 
Suite 2800 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 742-6200 
 
Attorneys for Defendant NBCUniversal Media, LLC 

(sued as National Broadcasting Company, Inc.) 
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/s/ Kevin T. Baine (w/ permission by SDL) 
WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP 
Kevin T. Baine  
kbaine@wc.com 
John E. Schmidtlein  
jschmidtlein@wc.com 
Thomas G. Hentoff  
thentoff@wc.com 
Carl R. Metz  
cmetz@wc.com 
725 12th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
Tel:  (202) 434-5000 
Fax:  (202) 434-5029 

- and - 

HAL D. HARDIN  
hal@hardinlawoffice.com 
211 Union Street 
Suite 200 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 369-3377 
 
Attorneys for Defendants Fox Broadcasting Company 

(sued as FOX, Inc.) and Big Ten Network, LLC 
(sued as Big Ten Network Services, LLC) 

 
 
The Filing User hereby represents that all signatories hereto agree to the filing of this document. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that on the 10th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was filed electronically with the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of 
Tennessee.  Notice of this filing was served via the court’s electronic filing system on counsel 
listed below:  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Steven Clarke, Chris Conner, Javon Marshall, Patrick Miller, Byron 
Moore, Chaz Moore, Sean Parker, Eric Samuels, Marlon Walls and Rod Wilks  
 
BONE, MCALLESTER  
NORTON PLLC  
Stephen J. Zralek  
szralek@bonelaw.com  
John P. Branham  
jbranham@bonelaw.com  
511 Union Street, Suite 1600  
Nashville, TN 37219  
Tel:  (615) 259-5508 telephone  
 

STEWART, JOHNSON, CONNER & 
MANSON, LLP  
Richard Manson  
Ronald A. Stewart  
215 2nd Avenue North  
Suite 300  
Nashville, TN 37201  
 

MCMURTRAY LAW FIRM, PLLC 
Patrick D. McMurtray  
P. O. Box 80  
Christiana, TN 37037  
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Attorney for Defendant Atlantic Coast 
Conference 
 

Attorneys for Defendant The Big Ten 
Conference, Inc. 

SMITH MOORE  
LEATHERWOOD LLP 
D. Erik Albright 
Erik.Albright@smithmoorelaw.com 
Gregory G. Holland 
Greg.Holland@smithmoorelaw.com 
300 North Greene Street 
Suite 1400 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
Tel:  (336) 378-5200 
Fax:  (336) 378-5400 
 
Jonathan P. Heyl 
Jon.Heyl@smithmoorelaw.com 
101 North Tryon Street 
Suite 1300 
Charlotte, NC 28246 
Tel:  (704) 384-2600 
Fax:  (704) 384-2800 
 
- and - 
 
HARWELL, HOWARD, HYNE, 
GABBERT & MANNER, P.C. 
David Alexander Fardon 
daf@h3gm.com 
333 Commerce Street 
Suite 1500 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 256-0500 
Fax:  (615) 251-1059 
 

MAYER BROWN LLP 
Richard J. Favretto  
rfavretto@mayerbrown.com 
1999 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
Tel:  (202) 263-3000 
Fax:  (202) 263-3300 
 
Andrew S. Rosenman  
arosenman@mayerbrown.com 
Britt Marie Miller  
bmiller@mayerbrown.com 
71 S. Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606 
Tel:  (312) 782-0600 
Fax:  (312) 701-7711 
 
- and - 
 
BOWEN HAYES & KREISBERG, PLC 
Jay Scott Bowen  
jay@bowenhayes.com 
William V. Parsons, III  
will@bowenhayes.com 
47 Music Square East 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Tel:  (615) 329-4440 
Fax:  (615) 329-4485 
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Attorneys for Defendants Big 12 Conference 
and Conference USA 

Attorneys for Defendants Pac-12 Conference 
(sued as Pacific-12 Conference) and Big East 
Conference, Inc. 
 

POLSINELLI P.C. 
Leane K. Capps  
lcapps@polsinelli.com 
2501 N. Harwood 
Suite 1900 
Dallas, TX 75201 
Tel:  (214) 397-0030 
Fax:  (214) 397-0033 
 
Amy D. Fitts  
afitts@polsinelli.com 
Brett Randol 
brandol@polsinelli.com 
900 W. 48th Place 
Suite 900 
Kansas City, MO 64112 
Tel:  (816) 753-1000 
Fax:  (816) 753-1536 
 
- and - 
 
LEITNER, WILLIAMS, DOOLEY & 
NAPOLITAN PLLC 
Reid Daniel Leitner  
reid.leitner@leitnerfirm.com 
J. Gregory Grisham  
greg.grisham@leitnerfirm.com 
414 Union Street 
Suite 1900 
Nashville, TN 37219 
Tel:  (615) 255-7722 
Fax:  (615) 780-2210 
 

PROSKAUER ROSE LLP  
Scott P. Cooper  
scooper@proskauer.com 
Jennifer L. Jones  
jljones@proskauer.com 
Sarah Kroll-Rosenbaum  
skroll-rosenbaum@proskauer.com 
2049 Century Park East 
Suite 3200 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
Tel:  (310) 557-2900 
Fax:  (310) 557-2193 
 
- and - 
 
RILEY WARNOCK &  
JACOBSON PLC 
John R. Jacobson  
jjacobson@rwjplc.com 
James N. Bowen  
jimbowen@rwjplc.com 
1906 West End Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Tel:  (615) 320-3700 
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Attorneys for Defendant Southeastern 
Conference 
 

Attorneys for Defendant Ohio Valley 
Conference 

NEAL & HARWELL, PLC 
Aubrey B. Harwell, Jr. 
aharwell@nealharwell.com 
James F. Sanders 
jsanders@nealharwell.com 
J. Isaac Sanders 
isanders@nealharwell.com 
One Nashville Place, Suite 2000 
150 Fourth Avenue North 
Nashville, TN  37219 
Tel:  (615) 244-1713 
Fax:  (615) 726-0573 
 
- and - 
 
ROBINSON BRADSHAW &  
HINSON, P.A. 
Robert W. Fuller  
rfuller@rbh.com 
Mark W. Merritt  
mmerritt@rbh.com 
101 North Tryon Street 
Suite 1900 
Charlotte, NC  28246 
Tel:  (704) 377-2546 
Fax:  (704) 378-4000 
 

DODSON PARKER BEHM & 
CAPPARELLA PC 
Margaret L. Behm  
behm@dodsonparker.com 
Tyler Chance Yarbro  
tyarbro@dodsonparker.com 
1310 Sixth Avenue North 
Nashville, TN 37208 
Tel:  (615) 254-2291 
Fax:  (615) 726-2241 
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Attorneys for Defendant Outfront Media 
Sports, Inc. (f/k/a CBS Collegiate Sports 
Properties, Inc.) 
 

Attorneys for Defendant JMI Sports LLC 

GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER 
Robert C. Walters 
rwalters@gibsondunn.com 
Brian E. Robison 
brobison@gibsondunn.com 
2100 McKinney Avenue 
Suite 1100 
Dallas, TX 75201 
Tel:  (214) 698-3100 
Fax:  (214) 571-2900 
 
- and - 
 
BAKER, DONELSON, BEARMAN, 
CALDWELL & BERKOWITZ, PC  
John S. Hicks  
jhicks@bakerdonelson.com 
211 Commerce Street 
Suite 800 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 726-5600 
 
Walker W. Jones, III  
wjones@bakerdonelson.com 
W. Scott Welch  
swelch@bakerdonelson.com 
P.O. Box 14167 
Jackson, MS 39236-4167 
Tel:  (601) 351-2400 
Fax:  (601) 351-2424 
 

LEOPOLD, PETRICH & SMITH, P.C. 
Louis P. Petrich 
lpetrich@lpsla.com 
Daniel M. Mayeda 
dmayeda@lpsla.com 
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3110 
Los Angeles, CA  90067 
Tel:  (310) 277-3333 
Fax:  (310) 277-7444 
 
- and - 
 
EVERHART LAW FIRM PLC 
Amy J. Everhart  
amy@everhartlawfirm.com 
Maria A. Spear  
maria@everhartlawfirm.com 
1400 Fifth Avenue North 
Nashville, TN 37208 
Tel:  (615) 800-8919 
Fax:  (615) 800-8918 
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Attorneys for Defendant TeleSouth 
Communications, Inc. 
 

Attorney for Defendant T3 Media, Inc. 

BAKER, DONELSON, BEARMAN, 
CALDWELL & BERKOWITZ, PC  
Walker W. Jones, III  
wjones@bakerdonelson.com 
W. Scott Welch  
swelch@bakerdonelson.com 
Samuel D. Gregory  
sdgregory@bakerdonelson.com 
P.O. Box 14167 
Jackson, MS 39236-4167 
Tel:  (601) 351-2400 
Fax:  (601) 351-2424 
 
John S. Hicks  
jhicks@bakerdonelson.com 
211 Commerce Street 
Suite 800 
Nashville, TN 37201 
Tel:  (615) 726-5600 
 

WALLER, LANSDEN, DORTCH & 
DAVIS, LLP 
Robb S. Harvey  
robb.harvey@wallerlaw.com 
Nashville City Center 
511 Union Street 
Suite 2700 
Nashville, TN 37219 
Tel:  (615) 244-6380 
Fax:  (615) 244-6804 
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Attorneys for Defendant Learfield Sports LLC Attorneys for Defendants IMG Worldwide, 

LLC, IMG College, LLC, and William Morris 
Endeavor Entertainment, LLC 
 

FISH & RICHARDSON P.C. 
Thomas M. Melsheimer 
melsheimer@fr.com 
Thomas B. Walsh, IV 
walsh@fr.com 
M. Brett Johnson 
johnson@fr.com 
1717 Main Street 
Suite 5000 
Dallas, TX 75201 
Tel:  (214) 747-5070 
Fax:  (214) 747-2091 
 
- and - 
 
WISEMAN ASHWORTH LAW GROUP 
PLC 
Gail Vaughn Ashworth  
gail@wisemanashworth.com 
511 Union Street 
Suite 800 
Nashville, TN 37219-1734 
Tel:  (615) 254-1877 
Fax:  (615) 254-1878 
 
 

JENNER & BLOCK LLP 
Richard L. Stone 
rstone@jenner.com 
David R. Singer  
dsinger@jenner.com 
633 West 5th Street Suite 3600  
Los Angeles, CA 90071-2054 
Tel:  (213) 239-5100 
Fax:  (213) 239-5199 
 
Kenneth L. Doroshow 
kdoroshow@jenner.com 
1099 New York Avenue, NW  
Suite 900  
Washington, DC 20001-4412  
Tel:  (202) 639-6027  
Fax:  (202) 661-4855  
 
- and - 
 
SIMS FUNK, PLC  
W. Scott Sims 
ssims@simsfunk.com 
3310 West End Avenue  
Suite 410  
Nashville, TN 37203  
Tel:  (615) 292-9335 
Fax:  (615) 649-8565 
 

 
 

/s/ Samuel D. Lipshie 
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